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Executive Summary: 

Deir Ezzor has been undergoing accelerated developments since the end of 2017. The area 

control has been taken by SDF and GOS after defeating ISIS and forcing it to flee away, followed 

by the USA decision to withdraw from the area and the vague in the future of the region. 

Considering the previous facts, the civil work supporters were much hesitated taking a decision 

to cease or continue. On the other hand, there were civil demonstrations demanding to release 

detainees, improve living circumstances and involve the locals in the administration process. 

The efforts of the International Coalition and the working organizations in Deir Ezzor were limited 

to meetings with tribes’ dignitaries and civil councils and Self Administration institutes in an 

attempt to listen to locals’ demands and working to find satisfying solutions. There was a clear 
efficiency in efforts provided by the International Coalition and SDF surveying the demands as 

they focused on specific groups and sometimes specific persons. However the recommendations 

provided by the tribes dignitaries and local leaders remained insufficiently answered. 

Aiming to engage the civil society and locals in regular discussions about several issues in Deir 

Ezzor, Justice for life organization held focus group discussion sessions –the last one was on 28 

May 2019. Three sessions attended by 31 persons were held. Out of the 31 attendants there 

were 18 women. The sessions focused on two basic issues: first one was reasons driving young 

people to join extremist groups while the second was reasons of the demonstrations in the 

governorate.  

Most important recommendations from the sessions: (Importance of strengthening relations 

between variant people in the area through peace projects, activate accountability principle, stop 

hatred speech, develop mechanisms to communicate with locals and listen to them and discuss 

their suggestions.). However, the mentioned recommendations suggests discussion base that 

includes community leaders and other community groups like civil society and independent 

activists. 

Justice for life organization advises structural changes, the civil society and effective characters 

should have role in these changes, form supervision body to supervise the implementation of all 

steps and follow up on any violation in all institutions. In addition to forming a group that includes 

leaders and community activists and civil society where representing young people and women 

is considered to guarantee any deal until local elections are conducted. On the other hand 

ensuring community support should keep going by depending on community needs-based 

projects.  

 

 

https://jfl.ngo/?p=5847
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Introduction 

Deir Ezzor governorate is experiencing a state of instability despite it is controlled by SDF and 

GOS. This is due to the fragile security circumstances, poor employment opportunities and 

regional and international competition to control the region and its resources. 

Considering these circumstances the areas controlled by SDF are having civil movements 

demanding improvements. These movements includes demonstrations and meetings between 

tribes’ dignitaries and leaders in SDF and International Coalition to figure out solutions for the 

governorate conflicts. 

The civil society has a crucial role communicating the local demands to the decision makers and 

national and international organizations to push for response and help filing the gaps left by the 

war. 
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Methodology 

The facilitators developed the agenda based on two papers that have been published by Justice 

for Life organization during the past period: 

1- " Protest continue in DeirEzzor and Demands need to be Dealt with " which discussed reasons 

of demonstrations and demands alongside with the civil society as a party that could 

influence. 

2- Initial research " Deir Ezzor and violence: Reasons for joining" which looked into why young 

people in Deir Ezzor joined extremists. It is the first research of its kind as it discussed the 

psychological reasons which drove young people to join violent groups. 

 

Each session was divided into two parts: the first to discuss outcomes of paper one and the 

second is to discuss demonstration paper with 90 minutes for each part. The agenda was 

developed as questions to ask and discuss with participants. 

Part one questions: 

- What prompted people to demonstrate? 

- What are the most important security and services problems in the area? 

- Is there a response from the civil councils to the demonstrators’ demands? And is the 
council providing services for locals based on their needs? 

- How is it possible to improve the council performance and involve people in management 

and decision making? 

- What can be done to improve the security situation in the area? 

- What is the role of the civil society, tribal chiefs and the International Coalition in 

achieving stability in the area? 

 

Part two questions: 

- How extremist groups have recruited young people? 

- What are the direct and indirect factors that have driven young people to join these 

groups? 

- What is the influence of the young people who joined these groups, the young people 

who left these groups and those who have its mentality on the future of the governorate? 

- What is the role of the civil councils and civil society organizations in dealing with the 

problem? 

- What are the realistic suggestions to deal with this? 

https://jfl.ngo/?p=6285
https://jfl.ngo/?p=6301
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Importance of the sessions 

The sessions took place at a time all attention of – countries interfering in Syria, national and 

international civil society organizations and different people working or desiring to work in the 

governorate- is focusing to precisely understand what is going on and attempt to find appropriate 

solutions to spare the governorate, thus east and north east Syria from entering into the 

unknown. 

Proposing realistic appropriate solutions from the debate the dialogue sessions will be an 

opportunity to transform the conflict into positive opportunity for the governorate and people. 

However projects and mechanisms which do not involve people as crucial component will 

deepen the conflict and make it difficult to solve. 

This type of activities will highlight the people’s demands and the suggestions proposed by them 
to improve the situations. 

In preparation for the sessions Justice for Life organization held prolonged debates and depended 

on the outcomes of the previously mentioned papers. It is important to discuss the current 

challenges in the governorate and whether the reasons that could drive back to armed conflict 

and could drive young people to join extremists does still exist? Another point too was the 

possibility to propose realistic solutions based on the outcomes of systematic calm discussions. 

It is not easy to conduct dialogue sessions in a governorate that endured difficult war and was 

controlled by ISIS for three years during which so many violations have been done. 
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Justice for Life organization overview 

Vision: Syria is a justice and rule of law state where human rights are inviolable an enshrined.  

 

Message: We work in a participatory manner with the exerted efforts locally and internationally 

in observing and following up the reality of human rights in Syria through observation, 

documentation, forming evidences, participating in initiating legal actions before courts and 

specialized parties, promoting the capacity of human rights defenders in Syria, and creating 

spaces for citizens, especially victims and the marginalized, to express and participate in the 

course of justice until reaching the state of law and citizenship 

The main and strategically objectives of the organization are: 

1- Contribute in efforts to protect the rights of Syrian conflict victims and deliver their 

demands until they get justice. 

2- Strengthen the role and voice of human rights defenders in Syria on all levels. 

3- Strengthen the role and contribution of local societies particularly damaged ones in 

mainstreaming the culture of human rights. 

4- Cooperate with local societies to build peace specialized network. 

5- Women Empowerment and strengthen their role in the process of peace building. 

6- Increase young people abilities so that they can engage in public affairs. 

7- Increase the organization organizational capacities through developing the existing 

policies and providing new policies. 
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Participants’ debates 

The sessions showed strong debates and several opinions that differs in some cases and agrees 

in others. However the participants agreed on the necessity to conduct more meetings to listen 

to people’s needs and to consider their recommendations while designing projects and applying 

services to the area. 

Part one: 

Several public demonstrations took place in different villages and towns to demand improving 

service conditions and fight corruption in civil councils and to demand involving local people in 

decision making in the civil administration institutes. Demonstrations expanded and some of 

them clashed with SDF which detained many demonstrators and some of them were beaten 

before released. 

Answering the question related to the reasons for the demonstrations one female participant 

said: most important motivations for demonstrations is the increase of fuel prices which has been 

directly reflected on people, security situation is not controlled as people do not feel secured in 

addition to not responding to dignitaries to reform the administration and its institutes.  

Three participants said: the inadequacy of schools, the corruption in some civil council’s institutes 
and deterioration of security conditions along with armed manifestations spreading and the 

absence of any involvement of the locals in the decisions of security systems were motivations 

of the demonstrations. 

One female and one male participant said: the arbitrary arrests that led to arresting innocent 

people, the continuous raids which did not lead to security but led people to go out and demand 

urgent reforms. 

The participants stressed on the importance of effective involvement of the area people in 

administration and that this involvement should not be only formal. They should have key role in 

decision making to effectively deal with the area problems and to find the appropriate solutions. 

The participants mentioned that as SDF is security dominating the civil administration institutes 

it is preventing these institutes development. They stressed the decision should be made by the 

locals through preparing for local elections and provide appropriate conditions. 

Two young men and a young woman talked about the response and dealing of self-administration 

institutes and civil council to locals demands: the locals do not have actual decision or 

participation although there are people from the area in the mentioned institutes. This explains 

why the voice of people is not heard and why there is no response to ongoing demands. The 

obvious proof of this is the fuel problem which the self-administration proposed insufficient 
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solutions to it after dozens of demonstrations. Participants continuous saying: there are no clear 

mechanisms to enable people freely speak about their needs and demands, democracy is only 

limited to slogans.  The justice department is adjudicating in some cases but it lacks expertise and 

there is the control of the SDF security members on the department. 

There is an explosion of a mine every week, the mines are planted in the houses or the streets or 

the farms and they are left by ISIS. On the other hand, there are arrests, armed manifestations 

and ISIS cells that forms threats for civilians in addition to assassinations that we experience every 

now and then and all of this makes the security profile a priority for Deir Ezzor people. 

SDF intensified its checkpoints as there is checkpoint in every village. Even though the security 

conditions are still not stable: holding and using weapons like what happened in Abo Hama 

village. Finding dead bodies without defining the murderer increases the demands to provide 

security strategy to protect civilians. 

About the most important security concerns one female participant says: the existence of ISIS 

cells is the biggest security threat, the mystery in the area future after USA decision to decrease 

its forces and the possibility of GOS taking over again is also a big concern for many people, hatred 

speech between Arabs and Kurds and using the current situation by people linked to GOS security 

systems and ISIS and other parties are threats for people as well. Another participant says: I do 

not trust many security agents because they have joined forces to get money and power and to 

protect themselves, some of them were members of extremist groups and some were with GOS 

in addition to that there is the corrupted security system. 

Two participants said: security forces should deal with logic of duty and right aside from any other 

considerations and it should deal with people in human and equal manner. 

 

Part two:  

Hundreds of young people have joined the extremist groups like Jabhat Alnasra and ISIS through 

war years. Reason behind this phenomena was a heavy issue for research. There were several 

reasons for joining these groups: political, economic, social and psychological. 

The participants proposed different reasons that led young people to join violent groups. A male 

and female participants said: revolutionary and religious factors made it a duty to fight and this 

was a crucial reason to join. While another male and female participants said: marginalizing 

young people, lack of employment opportunities the bad living circumstances made the choices 

for young people very limited. 
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Three other participants said: seducing young people with money considering how bad they 

needed that, their opinions about the power controlling the area and the use of social media to 

spread extremist views while there is not real awareness of the risks of these views and while the 

young people are not occupied with other issues was of great influence. The extremist groups 

worked hard to accomplish their objectives depending on the plenty of hours the young people 

used to spend on social media. 

With SDF and GOS taking control many young people who have joined these grouped split away. 

However some of them do still believe in the importance of the extremist groups and are still 

loyal for them, while others clearly stopped supporting them. 

Looking into the influence of people who joined these groups and those who defected from them 

three participants said: these persons have a role spreading the extremist ideas starting from the 

tight circle around them like the wife and the son or mother and father and siblings…. And they 
will have a role forming sleeping cells which could lead to more security chaos in the area. 

One female participants said: children are the most group affected by these ideas and the young 

people who joined or left the extremist groups will have negative roles and will directly aim at 

children to convince them joining as well. 

As ISIS has left the governorate and SDF has formed city councils to administrate areas under its 

control, and considering that civil society nationally and internationally is working and active the 

participants discussed the roles these parties could play related to the young people. 

Two female and one male participants said: councils and organizations must work on employing 

young people in the area considering their competent and need of work. On the other hand 

sessions should be conducted to raise awareness of the job and roles of these councils and 

organizations and to support young people projects particularly small projects to motivate young 

people. Another participant said: civil society organizations should spread education and fight 

ignorance, they should raise awareness about their roles and missions and should keep 

supporting young people centers. 
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Recommendations: 

 

Initial suggestions from the participants in the sessions 

At the end of the sessions the participants provided a set of proposals for future actions: 

1- Form a service council of the competent people of Deir Ezzor. 

2- People from the area who work with security and armed systems to perform their roles 

supporting qualified people to reach decision making centers. 

3- The International Coalition should support and train local security personnel to improve 

the security situation. 

4- The work of the justice system should be far from political polarization and it should treat 

all people equally and should employ those who are educationally qualified. 

5- Conduct local elections that involve all the area people freely. 

6- Enhance the relation between different people of the area through providing peace 

projects and supporting local stabilization committees. 

7- Support projects directed for young people and provide developmental projects. 

8- Support education system and provide education qualified personnel. 

9- Improve services like water and electricity stations, roads and sewage. 

10- Support health system by increasing support for hospitals and medical points and provide 

medications and vaccines. 

11- Activate accountability for anyone who commits violations in different administration 

institutes. 

12- Cease hatred speech and accusations that promote distinction between Syrians. 

13- Provide clear mechanisms to communicate with locals and listen to them and discuss their 

problems and suggestions. 

 

 

Justice for Life Organization recommends the following: 

Justice for Life organization emphasizes its demands to deal with the current situation in Deir 

Ezzor that have been included in the demonstrations paper which was published on 8 May 2019. 

It recommend the following in the order below:  
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1- Structural changes in all Self Administration institutes and rely on competent and 

professionalism in selection. 

2- Consult with dignitaries and social actors and civil society in the process of restructuring. 

3- Expand consultations between International Coalition and SDF to include the area Sheikhs 

and dignitaries and other community groups: civil society, independent activists, and 

social actors. 

4- The civil councils to continue working after the restructuring for a period not less than 

two years. 

5- The priority of the civil councils and the Self Administration is to prepare for local 

elections. 

6- Facilitate the return of displaced people and the movement from and to Deir Ezzor. 

7- Increase support directed to the organizations active in human rights, peace building, 

woman empowerment and enhancing the young people roles. 

8- Form a supervision body to monitor implementation and any violation in all institutes. 

9- To form a group of dignitaries, social actors and civil society, in which young people and 

women will be represented as local guarantors of any agreement until local elections are 

conducted. 
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